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The Scholasticum is an institute for the study of Scholastic Theology and Philosophy, dedicated to the promotion of the greater appreciation and understanding of Medieval Theology and Philosophy as it was taught at the University of Paris in the mid 13th century.

The Institute offers a great variety of courses at the graduate level, at its campus in Italy and via video-conferencing to students throughout the world, of the following kinds:

a) **Preparatory courses** in Latin, Philosophy, History and Medieval Studies, aimed at orientating the students for the three principle cycles of study.

b) **Baccalaureatus Philosophicus**: 2 year program of studies on Medieval Philosophy focusing on the Scholastics and pre-Scholastic authorities and texts in Philosophy.

c) **Baccalaureatus Biblicus**: 2 year program of studies on Medieval Scriptural Studies, based on the Glossae and Commentaries of that age.

d) **Baccalaureatus Sententiarius**: 2 year program of studies on the Four Books of Sentences of Master Peter Lombard, taking as its text books, the Commentaria of Saints Thomas Aquinas and Bonaventure of Bagnoregio on the same.

e) **Magister Sacrae Doctrinae**: 1-2 year specialization program for Doctoral students, seeking to fully grasp the Scholastic method of theological investigation.

Courses can be taken individually or as a complete program of studies, toward a STL or M.A degree. Semester students can reside at our campus at Bagnoregio, Italy.

For more Information, Visit our Website at studium-scholasticum.org
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